




Teaching Notes: A case study of OregonWaterStories.com: Exploring agency with water justice, activist applied linguistics, and a community partner

Course Title: Human/Nature Winter 2018
Human/Nature is part of the Portland State University Freshman Inquiry (FRINQ) curriculum. Freshman Inquiry (FRINQ) forms the foundation for the University Studies program. This year-long sequence of courses introduces the student to Portland State's general education goals and to the opportunities available in university life. 

Scope of Project:
The end product of this class is a curated website synthesizing water issues impacting human and non-human actors in Oregon, called OregonWaterStories.com. The website is intended to engage students in the multiple identities around water in Oregon as they practice basic writing and research skills. Data (newspaper articles) are collected, summarized, and uploaded to an interactive map. 
The course content is built around two main goals: 1) A methodological approach to identify multiple water identities in Oregon, and 2) to begin to construct a water justice framework in which to challenge existing assumptions about water access and decision-making. 
Methodologically, the course walks students through the fundamentals of archival data collection in preparation for thematic analysis. Because students come to this class with a broad spectrum of backgrounds, language abilities, and varying degrees of college preparation, the website provides the infrastructure for the students to engage at their own level. Meanwhile, teamwork provides an opportunity for students for peer review and test ideas before submission. Students must work together to complete the project. Throughout the term, they are encouraged to problem solve and work creatively. 
Course lectures walk students through a series water justice cases to identify recurring constructs and variables that may contribute to injustice. Students will diagram in class who the main actors are and how they are connected. Focusing on cases studies in the United States within the last five years presents students from explaining water justice away as a problem that happened “long ago” or “far away.” Cases are paired with findings from the Oregon newspaper articles to make the link between characteristics of water justice in general and characteristics around water issues in Oregon.
Students are grouped into four teams of five students each Each team will be assigned a local newspaper. To ensure that students do not duplicate work, they will create a shareable spreadsheet (e.g., Google Sheets) in which the students upload their chosen newspaper, correct APA citation, and summaries. It becomes the students’ responsibility to track and manage their team’s spreadsheet, thereby developing good data management habits. The team peer reviews each other summaries and submits the spreadsheet along with the final. The summaries in this spreadsheet are the versions that are uploaded to the public website. During the course, the spreadsheet acts as a communication tool for the students to identify problems, which often takes the form of an initial struggle to find “enough” of the “right” articles. Students bring this perception to class to discuss whether or not their articles meet the criteria the project. A full class discussion might result in sifting through a sample newspaper to discuss whether or not weather reports, community event announcements, or even obituaries fit the scope of the project. For example, students might not immediately connect mosquitos with the problem of standing water or avalanche deaths with snowpack risk management. These debates are a form of validity-checking and result in the students’ ability to discern more nuanced human-environment connections. Students are reminded to check each article against the project criteria that it is 1) about Oregon, 2) water-related, and 3) has a societal implication. A class of 20 students working on 10 articles each per term results in 200 summarized articles. Ultimately, the activity is scalable to the number of relevant newspapers and the number of water-related articles within those newspapers during the pre-determined timeframe.   Assignments are scaffolded as follows: 
1)	Independent Homework Summaries: Students will work independently on identifying 10 articles that 
fits the research parameters, they will summarize each article to contribute to the class dataset. These are graded using the Portland State University Writing grading rubric. Students may use comments to re-write summaries for the final. This approach gives students the opportunity for feedback before submitting final summaries to be uploaded to the website. 
2)	Team Oral Presentations (mid-term): Prior to the Oral Presentation, the presenting team selects one 
newspaper article to share with the rest of the class. Students who are not presenting that week are required to read the newspaper article as homework. The Team will have creative control for a set amount of class time (usually 45 minutes). The Team will identify three main themes that emerge from the newspaper article summaries their team members have submitted thus far. The Team will present these themes to the class, explain why they think these themes symbolize the relationship between humans and nature and are important to Oregon. The Team will prepare at least five questions for class discussion and facilitate an activity. Mid-term oral presentations keep students on track with their teams and introduce an element of accountability. Students must solve the problem of how to present their findings in a way that engages other class members. 
3) Team 5-minute Oral Presentations: Teams are provided five minutes of class time to present the 
outline of their final report to the class. 
4) Team 20-page Written Report (final): In teams, students share their Homework Summaries for peer 
review. Teams discuss what they find and choose the top three water issues represented in their 
sample. Each student writes a “chapter” for a cumulative report on their findings. The Written Report also includes a reference section using APA citation style, bios of each author, and the final dataset in Excel or Google Sheets (citation, link to article, article text, main theme). 

Students are responsible for searching their assigned archive using key words “water.” Of these, students  identify which articles tell a story about human or non-human actors and their relationship to Oregon’s water resources. From this selection, they select 10 articles per student. Each student are responsible for writing a short summary of the article (Who, What, When, Where, and How, as well as Why is this an example of human-nature relationship in Oregon). These summaries are submitted as homework throughout the quarter for a grade. As a group, they are responsible for selecting one article per student and facilitating a class discussion about how the actors in their articles are linked through these water issues. Groups will also be responsible for peer editing the summaries. 

The mid-term requirement will take the form of a Progress Report leading to the final. As a group, students are responsible for selecting one article per student and facilitating a class discussion about how the actors in their articles are linked through these water issues.
The final requirement is an online collation of all articles and class summaries and presentation. The project is intended to identify the  multiple identities around water in Oregon.

The course was designed as part of the University Studies curriculum and is therefore aligned with the University Studies learning outcomes, as follows:
●	Communication: Students give a final presentation and a team final written report to practice science communication. Groups are be responsible for leading one discussion based on a self-selected article from their archives.
●	Inquiry and Critical Thinking: Students learn to synthesize ideas across a diverse range of experiences and articulate power relationships between actors
●	Ethical and Social Responsibility: Students read and discuss in class contemporary case studies of water justice issues in the United States. Students are be challenged to compare and contrast what they learn about other case studies with what they learn in the newspaper articles in Oregon. 
●	Appreciation of the Diversity of the Human Experience: Students learn about a variety of people living and working in Oregon and their relationships with each other and with nature.

Content learning goals:
●	Engage in complicated environmental problems 
●	Recognize that environmental injustices are not problems that happened in the past or problems that only happen in other countries
●	Construct a set of multiple identities around water in Oregon 
●	Understand water problems as problems of justice and power struggles
●	Discuss rights and responsibilities around water in our communities, nations, and planet
●	Recognize limitations of news reporting
●	Describe the importance of place in the discussion of humans in nature, water justice.
●	Compare and contrast contemporary water justice crises with local issues
●	Explain in detail what water justice is, what causes it, and potential solutions
●	Discuss the ways our policies impact the environment
●	Discuss interactions of people and nature
●	Describe the workings of the socio-hydrological cycle
●	Analyze and articulate multiple truths with regards to gender, race, class, ethnicity, nationality, sexual identity, ability, and religion
●	Explain and discuss how perception shapes our understanding of being human and of nature, through the lens of theories on the social construction of reality

Skills learning goals:
●	Distinguish relevancy of a potential data item
●	Articulate the assumptions and summarize an article
●	Systematically collate materials in a dataset
●	Identify main themes in a text
●	Compare and contrast two situations
●	Challenge personal assumptions and identify the limits to generalizations
●	Work as a team to solve problems, be accountable, build consensus
●	Evaluate working systems for teams (e.g., Google Docs, Doodle, etc.)
●	Work around scheduling conflicts
●	Prepare and present an oral presentation using visual aids
●	Learn the criteria of effective discussion questions
●	Learn the basics of Powerpoint
●	Submit five pages towards a team document
●	Learn how to enter data into an Excel spreadsheet
●	Learn APA style citations
●	Learn the basics and reasons for proofreading

Duration: Winter term Jan 8- Mar 18, 2018 




Establishing water justice as the theoretical base 
Resources for lecture modules for Human/Nature 
Melissa Haeffner, PhD Portland State University

(For a class that meets twice weekly, water justice modules can be presented on Mondays and research modules can be presented on Wednesdays, for example)

Week	Topic	Resources for homework and class materials 
1	Introduction to Water Justice History and key terms 	Lerner, S (2006) Introduction (6 pages) Diamond: A Struggle for Environmental Justice in Louisiana’s Chemical Corridor
2	Water justice messaging in the media: Which techniques do journalists employ to frame their message? 	Pezzullo, P and Cox, R (2018) Environmental Communication and the Public Sphere 5th edition: Chapter 5 Environmental Journalism: 91-115, Sage Publications.
3	Ideas for developing informational websites for water justice, Part 1	Environmental Justice Atlas https://ejatlas.org/ (​https:​/​​/​ejatlas.org​/​​)
4 	Ideas for developing informational websites for water justice, Part 2Contemporary case study in the United States: Louisiana coast	A Ghost Story: The Disappearing World of Pointe-au-Chien, Louisiana. Available at: http://www.arcgis.com/apps/MapSeries/index.html?appid=75f4f8a0007f432b876d94ced6649422 (​http:​/​​/​www.arcgis.com​/​apps​/​MapSeries​/​index.html?appid=75f4f8a0007f432b876d94ced6649422​)
5  	Current water crises and the intersections of race and classContemporary case study in the United States Flint, MI  	Set of resources: University of Michigan Flint Water Crisis Course: https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLXTcWgqRYbI15MwCzeQhFK1ASsxoI416u (​https:​/​​/​www.youtube.com​/​playlist?list=PLXTcWgqRYbI15MwCzeQhFK1ASsxoI416u​)Pair with: Changing Salem, Oregon’s drinking water reservoir
6  	Current water crises and indigenous rightsContemporary case study in the United States: Dakota Access Pipeline	Set of resources: Standing Rock Syllabus: https://nycstandswithstandingrock.wordpress.com/standingrocksyllabus/ (​https:​/​​/​nycstandswithstandingrock.wordpress.com​/​standingrocksyllabus​/​​) Pair with: fossil fuel conflicts in the state of Washington involving Yakama Nation, Swinomish Indian Tribal Community, Lummi Nation, Puyallup Tribe, Nisqually Indian Tribe, Suquamish Tribe, Lower Elwha Klallam Tribe, Hoh Tribe 
7	Current water crises and youth voices(cont’d) Contemporary case study in the United States: Dakota Access Pipeline	Set of resources: Standing Rock Syllabus: https://nycstandswithstandingrock.wordpress.com/standingrocksyllabus/ (​https:​/​​/​nycstandswithstandingrock.wordpress.com​/​standingrocksyllabus​/​​) Pair with: fossil fuel conflicts in the state of Washington involving Yakama Nation, Swinomish Indian Tribal Community, Lummi Nation, Puyallup Tribe, Nisqually Indian Tribe, Suquamish Tribe, Lower Elwha Klallam Tribe, Hoh Tribe 
8 	Environmental justice in our own backyardGuest speaker from local environmental justice organization	Website: http://www.opalpdx.org/ (​http:​/​​/​www.opalpdx.org​/​​) 
9  	Scientific inquiry and water justice: What are some ways we can measure water justice? 	McDonald, Y. J., & Jones, N. E. (2018). Drinking Water Violations and Environmental Justice in the United States, 2011–2015. American journal of public health, (0), e1-e7.
10	Review	 

Methods for the fundamentals of social science research
Resources for lecture topics for Human/Nature 
Melissa Haeffner, PhD Portland State University

Week	Topic	Assignments due 
1	Introduction to community partners, Team selection	
2	Memoing: Use summary template to promote recording ideas in a systematic way.	Summary 1 due
3	Ethics in human subjects research: Discuss best practices when handling data. Define human subjects, informed consent, confidentiality and privacy.	Summary 2 due
4 	Research questions: How do different scientific disciplines ask questions and solve problems?  When would you not have a hypothesis? What do we (class and community partner) want to find out about humans and nature and about Oregon’s water identities through this project?	Summary 3 due
5  	Sample selection: Discuss newspapers as one of many media sources to sample from. Discuss the pros and cons of purposive versus random sampling.	Summary 4 dueTeam 1 “mid-term” presentation
6  	Data collection: Discuss other types of qualitative research methods: interviews, surveys, focus groups, experiments, etc. What are other ways to answer our research question?	Summary 5 dueSummary 6 dueTeam 2 “mid-term” presentation
7	Identifying key themes: How can we systematically organize the key themes from all of the articles we have now gathered? What are the most important themes that emerge from the articles?	Summary 7 dueSummary 8 dueTeam 3 “mid-term” presentation
8 	Testing assumptions: How did we change our minds about a given topic after learning other people’s points of view?	Summary 9 dueTeam 4 “mid-term” presentation
9  	Ontology & epistemology: How did the project raise questions about what things are and  the way we know things?	Summary 10 due
10	Present deliverables to community partner: Complete a step in the transdisciplinary cycle.	Final presentations


















Paragraph 1: Introduction: Who are the actors in this story? What happened? How did it happen? When did it happen? Is it still happening? Where did it happen?
Paragraph 2: What are the natural elements introduced in this story? What are the key points about these natural elements that the author(s) make?
Paragraph 3: What are the social elements introduced in this story? What are the key points about these social elements that the author(s) makes? Are people of all genders and races represented? Whose voices are not heard that might be important to this story?





PRESENTING TEAMS will come prepared to class with the following:
1) All of their team's summaries so far
2) An oral presentation about what they have been learning about water issues in Oregon and who are the social actors who are impacted by water issues in Oregon
3) Discussion questions to get the students talking about what they are finding. 
Objective: The Team's goal is to convince us that out of the data they gathered (newspaper articles they summarized), these are the most important themes to focus on. The Team will be creative in how they want to facilitate the class to meet these objectives. The learning objectives are as follows: Students will learn through teaching others. Students will be empowered to make decisions about the content of the class. Students will feel safe and supported in presenting their work in its draft stage to the class. 
Method:
1) The Team will identify three main themes that emerge from the newspaper article summaries their team members have submitted thus far (e.g., lots of articles about flooding, not many articles about cities in Eastern Oregon, newspapers tend to quote public officials but not residents, etc.).
2) The Team will present these themes to the class, tell us why they think these themes symbolize the relationship between humans and nature, and 2) are important for Oregon. 
Students NOT in the presenting team: 
1) will come prepared to class with respect for the team that goes first.
2) will have read the assignment that the presenting TEAM assigned.





Evaluating Student Name ______________________________________________
Date _______________________________________________________________
Number ___ of 5
Evaluated Team Name _________________________________________________
How can the team organize what they are finding by place or by issue?
What are the connections that they have found?




Focus questions and components of final TEAM report
Introduction and Method section (Chapter 1)
1. Why is water in Oregon important?
2. What can we learn about water in Oregon from reading newspaper articles?
3. What newspaper did you choose? 
4. What region does that newspaper cover? Who is their audience?
5. Which years did your team cover?
6. Was it easy to find newspaper articles about water or were there only a few? Why do you think that is?
7. What process did your team choose to find the articles? How did you make sure no one duplicated articles?
8. What themes did your team find other than the ones you decided to write about?
9. How did you decide which themes to focus on? Were they the most frequent? Most interesting?

Themes (Chapters 2-4)
1. What theme will you focus on? Why is this theme important to your region?
2. Synthesize all of the articles related to your theme.
3. Do you think you have the full picture of this issue? If not, why not? Whose voices were not represented? 
4. Did any of the authors try to sway the reader to think a certain way? If so, what words did they use that make you think that?

Conclusion (Chapter 5)
1. What did you learn about water in Oregon?
2. Of all the themes you discussed, which is the most important and why?
3. What do you think would be different if you chose social media, TV or some other media?
4. Do you think you know everything there is to know about water in Oregon? If not, what would you do next to learn more?
5. If you had to start this project over again from the beginning, is there anything you would do differently to learn about water in Oregon?
6. Did your team experience any problems during the course of the project? How did you solve them?
7. Bios of all team members
8. Citations of all newspaper articles and any outside research you referenced







For each student in your Project Team, circle the following: 
























University Studies Writing Rubric (downloaded from https://www.pdx.edu/unst/university-studies-goals (​https:​/​​/​www.pdx.edu​/​unst​/​university-studies-goals​) September 11, 2018)

	4	3	2	1
Context, Audience, Purpose	Demonstrates a thorough understanding of context, audience, and purpose.  Consistently shows awareness of both audience and genre through word choice, style, and format.  Content shows strong engagement with the purpose of the work, and the needs and interests of the audience.	Demonstrates adequate consideration of context, audience, and purpose.  Shows some awareness of both audience and genre through word choice, style, and format.  Content generally shows engagement with the purpose of the work, and the needs and interests of the audience.	Demonstrates some awareness of context, audience, purpose.  May show some recognition of genre conventions, but overall the language, style, and organizational choices are not fully appropriate.  Content shows little engagement with the purpose of the work, and the needs and interests of the audience.	Demonstrates minimal attention to context, audience, purpose.  Shows almost no attempt to address the needs of the audience and the conventions of the genre.
Content Development	Consistently uses appropriate, relevant, and compelling evidence (e.g., texts, observation, narrative) to explore ideas and effectively convey a point of view, demonstrating a complex and thorough understanding of the subject. Evidence is used for a variety of purposes, including as subject for analysis, to support ideas, to provide context, and to present counterpoints.	Uses appropriate, and relevant evidence (e.g., texts, observation, narrative) to explore ideas and convey a point of view. Evidence is generally compelling and is used for more than one purpose, including as subject for analysis, to support ideas, to provide context, and to present counterpoints.	Sometimes uses appropriate, and relevant evidence (e.g., texts, observation, narrative) to explore ideas or convey a point of view. Some evidence is compelling and may be used for more than one purpose, but ideas are not fully developed. 	Demonstrates minimal use of evidence to develop ideas or convey a point of view. Evidence is not consistently relevant.
Synthesizing Ideas 	Skillfully synthesizes ideas and contextualizes sources integrating their own thoughts with those of others.  Consistently uses summary, quotes, paraphrase, as well as framing and signal phrases.  Sources are accurately attributed using a consistent citation format appropriate for the discipline of the writing.	Synthesizes ideas and contextualizes sources, generally integrating their own thoughts with those of others. Often uses summary, quotes, paraphrase, as well as framing and signal phrases. Sources are accurately attributed using a consistent citation format appropriate for the discipline of the writing, though there might be small errors in attribution.	Some attempt to synthesize ideas and contextualize sources. Makes some use of summary, quotes, paraphrase, as well as framing and signal phrases. There is some attempt to attribute sources, but it is not always accurate. 	Little attempt to synthesize ideas and contextualize sources, and almost no attempt at synthesis (e.g., patchwork writing). Minimal attempt to attribute resources but it is not adequate or accurate.
Process	Demonstrates an understanding of writing as a generative and purposeful thinking process. Reflections and/or work samples provide evidence of strong engagement with effective writing and revision techniques, including brainstorming, drafting, workshopping, revising, editing, and proofreading. Incorporates feedback from others with a sense of authorial choice or responsibility.	Approaches writing as a generative and purposeful thinking process. Reflection and/or work samples provide evidence of engagement with effective writing and revision techniques, including brainstorming, drafting, workshopping, revising, editing, and proofreading. Incorporates feedback from others.	Attempts to use writing as a generative and purposeful thinking process. Reflection and/or work samples provide limited evidence of use of effective writing and revision techniques, including brainstorming, drafting, workshopping, revising, editing, and proofreading. Makes surface-level response to feedback.	Shows little evidence of the use of writing as a generative and purposeful thinking process. Reflection and/or work samples provide minimal evidence of use of effective writing and revision techniques. Makes no attempt to respond to feedback. 
Organization and Structure	Demonstrates a clear understanding of organization and structure. Paragraphs are focused and there are strong transitions between ideas. The structure is consistently appropriate to the audience, purpose, and/or discipline.	Demonstrates an awareness of organization and structure. Most paragraphs are focused and there are often strong transitions between ideas. The structure is generally appropriate to the audience, purpose, and/or discipline.	Demonstrates some awareness of organization and structure. Several paragraphs may not be focused and there are few transitions between ideas. The structure is not always appropriate to the audience, purpose, and/or discipline.	Demonstrates little awareness of organization and structure. Paragraphs are generally unfocused and there is a lack of transitions between ideas. Structures are not appropriate to the audience, purpose, and/or discipline.
Grammar and Mechanics	Demonstrates agile control of syntax, vocabulary, and mechanics.  Skillfully communicates meaning to readers with clarity and fluency.  Is virtually error-free.	Demonstrates control of syntax, vocabulary, and mechanics.  Uses straightforward language and may attempt to use more complex language and sentence structures. There are few errors and almost none of the errors are likely to impede the reader’s understanding of the ideas.	Demonstrates some control of syntax, vocabulary, and mechanics.  Includes multiple errors, some of which may impede a reader’s understanding of the ideas.	Demonstrates little control of syntax and mechanics.  Uses language that frequently impedes meaning because of errors in usage.




